considered themselves (mostly self trained) neonatologists and, as a result, it was possible at the annual research meetings to get to meet the leaders in the field and put a face to the papers we were reading. Others will report in detail on Phil Sunshine's scientific and scholarly contributionsFpublications that always provided the physiologic basis for the condition under discussion in the fields of neonatology and gastroenterology. I remember them as examples of the scientific thought process for younger pediatricians who were interested in pursuing the new field of neonatalFperinatal medicine.
What has been most rewarding for me, however, is to have had the privilege and pleasure to know Phil as a colleague, mentor and friend for some forty years. We have enjoyed each other's company on many panels and at national and international meetings and, in addition to what I've learned from Phil about the field of neonatology (and other more important aspects of life), I have also benefited from his interest and support in my own career. Phil is an incredible raconteurFyou will never hear a better teller of stories nor a person who has such a limitless storehouse of jokes for every occasion, his laugh rising to a shrill cackle as he delivers the punch line. He is a marvelous judge of character but you will rarely hear him say anything negative about a personFhe always seems to find something positive to say. So it is not surprising to see the universal love and admiration that Phil Sunshine engenders from all of his friends and colleagues and it is certainly appropriate that a Festschrift be dedicated to him so that we can acknowledge all of the contributions to our field and to the entire community of neonatologists by the man we know and love so dearly.
